Text appears: Slaixgg.

Dialogue: And to that I could give you [expletives], understand?

We open on a streamer talking in an extremely high-pitched tone. He’s humorously bleeped out as he starts ranting with a string of profanities.

We cut to a shot of the Razer Audio Mixer amongst a streaming setup.

Text appears: Razer Audio Mixer

A device is plugged in to its Type C port.

Text appears: Mix in. 1.

A device is plugged in to its Line In port.

Text appears: Mix in. 2.

A device is plugged in to its XLR In port.

Text appears: Mix in. 3.

In just three quick connections, the Razer Audio Mixer is ready to stream.

Text appears: Delacroix

A streamer holds the Razer Audio Mixer in his hands and talks about it.

Dialogue: I’m fairly convinced this product will take the market by storm for exactly how easy it is to set it up.

Text appears: Easy to setup.

Dialogue: The sliders are very reactive and insanely accurate.

We cut to a split-screen that shows software on the left and the audio mixer on the right. As the audio mixer’s faders are adjusted, we see the software reflecting those changes accordingly.

Dialogue: With the slider you can manually raise Windows volume to the max and then control everything with the mixer.

Text appears: Control everything.

Shoot zooms in closer to highlight the Razer Audio Mixer’s buttons and faders, which are backlit to ensure they are visible in dark settings.

Dialogue: The effects category has a main focus, the voice changer built-in feature.

Text appears: Voice changer.

We cut to a screengrab of the voice changer feature being activated on Razer Synapse software.

We cut to our first streamer talking in an extremely high-pitched tone.
Dialogue: Cartoon...chapel.
We cut to our second streamer laughing in an extremely low-pitched, evil tone.
Cut to a third streamer who talks normally.
Text appears: Its_Bitz
Dialogue: Create that better control with your audio, it just makes life so much easier.
Text appears: So much easier.
We cut to a shot of the Razer Audio Mixer amongst a streaming setup.
Text appears: Razer Audio Mixer.
Text appears: Combined audio control.
Razer logo appears.